NIKKOREX SF

New, Compact, Fully Automatic,
All-Electric, Zoom-Convertible Movie-8 by Nikon
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NIKKOREX SF REFLEX
Smart new approach to home movies• simply push the button for perfect movies, automatically
• get exclt-lng zoom shots wlth easy-to-attach zoom conversion lens
The new Nikkorex 8F is so trim and compact, it can
go with you anywhere-in pocket or purse, And it's
fully automatic, too, There are no exposure problems, indoors or out-no exposure settings, no focusing, and no spring to wind, You simply push the
button for perfect movies.
And when you want dramatic zoom action, you
simply attach the accessory zoom-conversion lens
and shoot. You see the zoom effect clearly in the reflex finder, exactly as it will appear on the screen.

Only the Nikkorex 8F offers you the convenience of
zoom-conversion. You can go at it in easy stages
take home an 8F for standard movies at under $90,
then add zoom at any later date. Both ways you
enjoy the superlative picture quality of Nikkor optics.
The Nikkorex 8F also lets you set exposure manually,
if you prefer And it has provision for using remote
control, permitting you to operate the camera from
any distance, up to 16 feet.

NIKKOREX SF

NIKKOREX SF ACCESSORIES

Cat. No. 12110
Screws into camera lens and converts it
into zoom system with range from 8mm
true wide angle to 20mm telephoto. Prefocused for universal sharpness at all
focal lengths and all distances to 3 feet.
Supplied with leather case.

ZOOM-CONVERSION LENS

Cat. No.
12403 Hard, top-grain leather with
shoulder strap. Holds camera, zoom-conversion lens, remote control, battery
tester, filters, spare film and batteries.
DELUXE COMPARTMENT CASE

WRIST STRAP Cat. No. 12500 Sturdy
leather strap with swivel attachment
that screws into tripod socket. Convenient for carrying camera and for steadying it while filming.

Cat. No. 12520
Plugs into remote control socket for
instant check on condition of filmdrive batteries.
BATTERY TESTER

22.5mm screw-in for lOmm
lens: Cat. No. 12622-85 conversion;
Cat. No. 12602-neutral density 4x.
40.5mm screw-in for zoom conversion lens: Cat. No. 2211 UV haze;
Cat. No. 2213 skylight; Cat. No.
FILTERS

Cat. No. 12512 Operates camera from any distance up to 16
feet. Ideal for filming children, pets,
birds, wildlife etc. Also enables operator
to appear in the scene. Supplied with
case and 16' connecting cord.
REMOTE CONTROL

Cat. No. 12407 Topgrain leather with shoulder strap. Holds
camera with zoom-conversion lens.
SOFT ZIPPER CASE

2262 85 conversion; Cat. No. 2265
neutral density 4x.
CLOSE -UP LENS Cat. No. 12631screws into 10mm lens. Permits filming at 9~ If from subject.
BATTERIES Cat. No. 12537 Manganese (set of 4) for film drive motor
Cat. No. 12535 Mercury for CdS
meter.
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